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                                                                                                         2nd November, 2015 

Dear All 

Communiqué Issued during the 2nd Mandatory Conference of Certified Librarians in 
Nigeria 

The Librarians’ Registration Council of Nigeria (LRCN) a parastatal under the Federal Ministry of 
Education held its 2nd Mandatory Conference of Certified Librarians in Nigeria from 11th to 16th 
October, 2015 at the National Space Research and Development Agency (NASRDA), Obasanjo 
Space Centre, Airport Road, Abuja. The theme of the conference was – Innovative Libraries: 
Tools for Sustainable Development. Librarians from across Nigeria participated in the 
conference and deliberated on a number of issues of interest to foster sustainable development 
in the LIS sector. A total number of one hundred and seventy-two (172) participants were in 
attendance. 

At the end of the conference, an 18-point communiqué was issued. It states:   

1.  That participants congratulate President Muhammadu Buhari, GCFR and His government 
and promised to cooperate with him in every way possible to enthrone transparency, 
accountability and zero tolerance for corruption in governance. Furthermore, they called on 
the federal government to entrench policy for the establishment of a Presidential Library 
system in Nigeria 

2.  That participants shared the pains of Nigerians and sympathized with the families of 
affected by the heinous abduction of over 200 girls from a secondary school in Chibok, 
Borno State and many other victims. They called on all relevant bodies and interested 
stakeholders, to take every practical measure to secure their release and also bring an 
immediate end to the reign of terror and insecurity in Nigeria. 

3. That the curricula of Library Schools should be reviewed and made more relevant for 
practice. Entrepreneurship and self employment; innovation, creativity and application of 
technologies in accordance with Vision 20:2020 and global best practices should be core to 
the revised curriculum. A holistic review of the curricula should be done every two to five 
years in collaboration with Nigerian Library Association (NLA) and National Association of 
Library and Information Science Educators (NALISE) 

4.  That librarians should be proactive, skilled and re-tooled, and keep abreast of national and 
international policies especially the United Nations Post 2015 Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs), Agenda 2030 and African Union 2063 Agenda (The African We Want) so as to 
be capable of providing quality, timely and relevant information in line with the current 
practice of 'just-in-case’, 'just-in-time' and 'just-for-you', for national growth and 
development. 

5.  That librarians should think outside the box; partner and collaborate with diverse groups for 
funding; provision of resources and facilities; deploy new technologies and take relevant 
information to clients through the use of social media as information revolution has changed 
the information habits of users and therefore requires repositioning of services. 
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6.  That government should support the development of disaster management plans for 
libraries in the country to protect critical information materials from destruction and 
disasters. The provision of library and educational facilities should also take center stage in 
any rebuilding and reconstruction efforts in the North East zone and in Internally Displaced 
Persons Camps (IDPC). 

7. That librarians should develop implementable strategies for mainstreaming libraries into 
sectoral and national development plans; propose implementable rolling plans and develop 
fundable budgets based on key performance indicators in Library and Information Sector. 

8.  That library and information profession should be given a pride of place in all the three tiers 
of government in compliance with United Nations post 2015 SDGs and should sponsor 
librarians for relevant training and skill acquisition programmes. 

9.  That LRCN should intensify its efforts on the Mandatory Continuing Professional 
Development Programmes (MCPD) especially on the application of technologies and other 
tools of the profession which  should be an essential requirements for recertification. 

10. That librarians should discharge their duties professionally, fearlessly, ethically and promptly 
respecting the rights of their users to information and treating services provided to their 
users with utmost privacy in tandem with the Freedom of Information Act 2011. 

11. That there should be an Act of Parliament for the establishment of public libraries in all the 
    774 local governments in the Federation as well as in all Basic and Secondary Schools. 
 
12. That librarians should come-up with workable plans to improve reading culture in Nigeria 

and provide current materials to assist innovation, creativity and leadership development in  
service delivery. 

 
13. That librarians should synergize with other allied groups like builders, civil engineers, on   

relevant standards and guidelines for the purpose of creativity, innovation and 
entrepreneurship. 

 
14.  LRCN should make the practice of librarianship more inclusive and therefore evolve a 
  modality to revisit its Act so as to manage the career and practice of library officers and  

keep different Registers of Practitioners such as library officers, library Assistants, as it is 
done by COREN. A new legal regulatory framework is needed to fill the lacuna existing in 
the current laws and regulation of libraries in Nigeria. 

 
15.  That librarians should, as a matter of urgency contribute materials to the UNESCO Memory   

of the World Register and the IFLA Risk Register. 

16.  That LRCN should collaborate with TRCN, NTI and other relevant agencies to bring visibility 
and prominence to school libraries in terms of standards, collection development, and 
general quality assurance. 

17.  LRCN should put machinery in motion to draft a National Library and Information Policy for 
presentation and approval of the Federal Government of Nigeria. 
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18.  Participants thanked Mr. President for his dedication to the completion of the Headquarters 
of the National Library of Nigeria (NLN), and appealed for proper funding of the LRCN and 
NLN so that they can effectively discharge their statutory responsibilities. 


